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To,
The Director (HR),
BSNL Board,
New Delhi-110001
Subject

Reference

Death of unskilled labour in Kudur Exchange Magadi Division Karnataka Circle
–Reg.
1. FIR No. 127/2018 dated 29.03.2018
2. Bail Copy for your ready reference

Respected Madam,
With reference to above subject the officer Sri. S.R. Arun SDE Magadi, Telephone Exchange working
from August 2016 till date. The FIR booked was not related to the nature of work assigned to him.
The BGTD legal cell would have handled the case judiciously through departmental advocate in
respect of this case.
The question of bail against this FIR does not arise, the In-Charge SDE as an individual has not
committed any crime. The SDE In-Charge Sri. S.R. Arun is performing the duties as prescribed by
the departmental norms. BGTD legal cell advised to apply for bail, accordingly the necessary
documents pertaining to this case has been submitted to the departmental advocate. While filling for
bail application, the departmental advocate demanded Rs. 14,000/- towards legal fee the bail. At the
time of payment to departmental advocate, AGM (Legal) BGTD was witness. AGM (legal) has
instructed to pay the full amount of Rs. 14,000/- by cash. The officer has followed the
directions/instructions of AGM (legal) BGTD towards the payment, which shows the mislead
/misguide about the case. As no fault of SDE, he has been penalized in spite of performing his duties
honestly. It is requested you to kindly intervene in this case, and the amount paid by the officer has
to be refunded and the case can be taken with court of law by legal cell of BGTD. It is requested to
investigate through vigilance as DGM (legal)/AGM (legal) are not handling the case properly.
The representation is self-explanatory.
It is therefore requested to kindly consider the above case sympathetically at the earliest.
Thanking you Madam,
Encl: - As above
Yours Sincerely
-sd(S.Siva Kumar)
President

sd(Prahald Rai)
General Secretary
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